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On December 04, 2023, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation (BCI) Special
Agent Ryan Scheiderer (SA Scheiderer) conducted a review of the Body Worn Camera (BWC)
recording (' . BWCBWC') for Columbus Division of Police (CPD)
( that was associated with the July 08, 2023, shooting incident at 3110 E.
Livingston Avenue (3110) between Antwan Lindsey (Lindsey) and officers from CPD and
Franklin County Sheriff's Office ( that resulted in
Lindsey's death. The following is a summation of notable findings observed within the
recording. All times used to document events observed within the recording would correspond
to the timestamp within the video footage.

s BWC footage started at approximately 19:53:28 hours. At that time,
was working a temporary assignment with the Safe Streets program with duty hours of

Noon – 20:00 hours and his regular assignment was 2B12. At 19:54:58 hours, Dispatch can be
heard advising “County taking gunfire currently. 3110 E. Livingston”.
is observed entering that address into a mapping application on his cellular telephone.

enabled the emergency equipment on his cruiser and used his cruiser radio to advise
he was responding to the incident. While was responding to the scene, there
was radio traffic stating “Male White, black shirt, tan pants” and that followed by additional
communications including “suspect”. At 19:56:59 hours, Dispatch can be heard advising “Be
advised, County has officer down”. is observed using his cruiser radio trying to
clarify there is an officer down. Dispatch replied “Now they’re saying it’s the suspect”.

acknowledged that update in information.

arrived on scene at 19:57:34 hours and parked his cruise in the middle of E.
Livingston Avenue just east of 3110 (See Photo BWC 1” ). After exiting his cruiser,

can be heard saying “What do you need, ” to CPD ( r
who is positioned behind a cruiser parked on the sidewalk/grass in front of 3110 (See

Photo BWC 2” ). reentered his cruiser and drove towards the rear of 3110
and parked in the parking lot near the northeast corner of the building (See Photo BWC
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Taser, Lindsey can be observed raising his right hand above his head and rested on the door.
After the Taser is deployed (audible indication), it is unclear if Lindsey fell towards the officers
in the lower hallway, or he intentionally moved towards them in attempt to avoid the Taser.
That is when the officers in the lower hallway fired their pistols at Lindsey. It is unclear from
the BWC footage how many times  discharged his pistol.

This will conclude the review of  s BWC for this incident.
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CPD Axon BWC & CVS video
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